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B O Introduction 
‘Two torsionfree linear connections D and D on a smooth manifold N are said to 
be projectively equivaled if there exists a l-form p on A4 such that 
D = D+p@id+id@p, 
where id denotes the identity (1, 1)tensor on h4. Projective equivalence is an equiv- 
alence relation on the set of torsionfree linear connections on M, and an equivalence 
class will be called a projective equivalence class. The projective nature of this equiv- 
alence relation was demonstrated by II. Weyl, who proved that two torsionfree linear 
connections are projectively equivalent if and only if they have the same geodesics up 
to a reparameterization [5, vol. II, pp” 273-2771. 
Projective equivalence can be related to the concept of a projective structure. If A4 
has dimension TL, then a projective structure on M is a principal subbundle of the bundle 
of 2-frames over A4 having as its structure group the isotropy subgroup of PGL(n, ire) 
at the origin of real projective space IwllDn. Meanwhile, the torsionfree linear connections 
on M are in l-l correspondence with the reductions of the bundle of 2-frames over RI 
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to the bundle of linear frames over M [2, pp. 228-2291. For a given projective structure 
on M, if the reduced bundle corresponding to a torsionfree linear connection on M is 
contained in the given projective structure, then the torsionfree linear connection is said 
to belong to the projective structure [2, p. 2291. S ince two torsionfree linear connections 
on ha belong to the same projective structure on M if and only if they are projectively 
equivalent [l, pp. 147-1481, a projective equivalence class consists of those torsionfree 
linear connections on M which belong to the same projective structure on M. 
Since the early part of the twentieth century, many people have contributed to the 
idea of a projective connection. A few of the initial contributors were the aforementioned 
H. Weyl, E. Cartan, L.P. Eisenhart, 0. Veblen, T.Y. Thomas, and J.H.C. Whitehead. 
The latter two in particular have special significance for this paper. T.Y. Thomas [6,7] 
and J.H.C. Whitehead [9] studied projective connections on a manifold M by using a 
torsionfree linear connection defined on another manifold of one more dimension than 
that of M. Their approach was fundamentally local in nature. The purpose of this 
paper is to reconsider Thomas’ and Whitehead’s work on projective connections from 
a global perspective by using a covariant derivative defined on a principal R-bundle 
over M. The linear connection corresponding to this covariant derivative will be called 
a Thomas- Whitehead projective connection. 
Thomas-Whitehead projective connections can be applied to the study of those 
projective equivalence classes on h4 which contain an invariant torsionfree Linear con- 
nection. For the case where h4 is a reductive homogeneous space G/HP Podesth 641 has 
shown that every G-invariant projective structure on G/M admits a G-invariant tor- 
sionfree linear connection on G/H. Using Thomas-Whitehead projective connections, 
this result can be generalized to a class of homogeneous spaces that properly contains 
the reductive homogeneous spaces. 
2. The bundle of volume elements 
A Thomas-Whitehead projective connection is defined by means of a covariant de- 
rivative on a principal R-bundle over a smooth manifold M. This principal R-bundle will 
be called the bundle of volume elements and denoted by &(M). It is observed that the 
linear connection corresponding to this covariant derivative actually lives on the bundle 
of linear frames over C(M). The aim of this section is to construct C(M) and introduce 
those properties that are useful for developing the concept of a Thomas-Whitehead 
projective connection. 
A volume element will be defined initially for an n-dimensional R-vector space V. 
The case where V is T,M, the tangent space of M at p, will then be considered. 
Let e I,..., e, be a basis for V. The nth exterior product is 
A”(V) = { ael A.. . A e, 1 a g R}. 
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Another basis El,. . . , S,, for V can be expressed as 
n 
ei = 
C’ a{ ej for some ( ai ) E GL(n, R). 
j=l 
Thus, 
q A... A 2, = det ( ai ) el A . . . A e,. 
Since det ( a; ) may be positive or negative, an identification is made in order that this 
construction can later be applied to any manifold-orientable or non-orientable. An 
element of 
C(V) = P(V) - 0 / {fl} 
will be called a &ume element. A right action C(V) x IR -L E(V) is defined by 
Consequently, if E = { fer A.. . A e, } E e(V) and E = {f& A.. . A en] E g(V), then 
Cl A . . . A 2, = det ( a: ) el A . . . A e, implies 
5 =E,logldet(ai)l. 
Now take V to be T,M. 
Theorem 2.1. E(M) = UpEME(TPM) is a principal fibre bundle over M with struc- 
ture group (IR, +), or principal R-bundle, and will be called the bundle of volume ele- 
ments over M. 
Proof. The projection map 7r : E(M) + M is defined by K(E) = p if E E E(T,M). Also, 
a right action Z(M) x R b E(M) can be defined by using the right action on each fibre 
x-‘(p) = E(T,M). B ecause the exponential function exp : R + IL!+ is R-l and e0 = 1 i 
the Lie group R acts freely on C(M). 
For a, E M and II a local coordinate neighborhood about p with coordinates 
(Cc’,... ) zn), define 4 : U x R - r-‘(U) by 
The action U x JR x R -+ U x R is given by 
(xl,..., xn,xn+‘,a)+-+(zl ,..., x”,C+‘+a), 
so 4 defines a local trivialization of E(M) that will be referred to as the canonical local 
trivialization determined by (xl,. *. , zn). 
In order to show this places a smooth structure on E(M), take V to be another local 
coordinate neighborhood about p with coordinates (y’) I . 1 q y”) and 4) : V x IW + K-~(V) 
the canonical local trivialization determined by (y’ 9 ~ I., y”). The first n coordinates 
change smoothly because M is assumed to be a smooth manifold. Accordingly, the 
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change of coordinates for E(M) will be smooth whenever the last coordinate changes 
smoothly. In rr-*(U II V), 
?&Jr,. . . , yn, yn+‘) = ij(d,. . . ,zn,x”+l) 
implies 
1 feYn+’ -%...A a > 1 = jIe &l a a dY1 ay” -AA...A- ax’ dXn > 
= %g’ ~A...,~}.(xn+‘+log/det(~))), 
where i,j = l,.*_,n. Thus, 
Y 
n+1 = xn+l +logldet ($$)I? 
and the last coordinate does indeed change smoothly. Cl 
The Lie algebra of lR is merely 
a E IR is constant 
The fundamental vector field corresponding to d/dt will be referred to as the canonical 
fundamental vector field on I(M) and denoted by [. Also, since R is a connected 
abelian Lie group, every a E R is in the kernel of the adjoint representation of IR in its 
Lie algebra [S, p. 1161. C onsequently, the definition of a connection form on f(M) has 
the following statement. 
Definition 2.2. An R-valued l-form w on &(M) is a connection form if it satisfies 
(1) w(t) = 1, and 
(2) Rzw = w, for all a E IR, where R, denotes the right action of a E R on S(M). 
The term w-horizontal will be used for a vector field X on E(M) such that w(X) = 0 
to emphasize the dependence on the connection form w. 
Let U and V be local coordinate neighborhoods on M with coordinates (xl,. . . , xn) 
and (y’, . . . , y”), respectively, and for which U I-J V # 0. The canonical local trivializa- 
tions$: UxR+~-~(U)and~: VxR~rrT-*(V)givethecoordinates(xl,...,xn,xn+l) 
on 7r-l(U) and (yr,...,yn,yn+l) on n -l(V), respectively. Assign the function e-““+I 
to (x1(. . . ,xn,xn+*) and e-yntl to (y’?. . *, yn, yn+‘). In n-‘(U r~ V), 
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where ;,j = l,..., ‘IL and a,y = l,..., n + 1. Thus, an odd scalar density is defined on 
6(M) [5, vol. I, p. 1831. It will be called the canonical positive odd scalar density on 
E(M) and denoted by *M to indicate its dependence on the manifold M. 
Locally, the positive odd scalar densities can be related to (n + l)-forms. If A-I(U) 
is the local coordinate neighborhood on E(M) with coordinates ( z1 p a D _ v xn9 zn+l ) given 
by the canonical local trivialization 4 above and adz’ A.. ~ A d&l is a non-vanishing 
(n + 1)-form on 7r -i(U), then assigning Ial to this coordinate system defines a positive 
odd scalar density on r-‘(U). In fact, every positive odd scalar density on ~-r(lJ) may 
be realized in this manner. Note that a non-vanishing (IL + I)-form on r-‘(U) and its 
negative define the same positive odd scalar density on r-l(U). 
The significance of these observations is that calculations of a local nature that 
involve the canonical positive odd scalar density *M can be performed by considering 
9~ to be an (n + l)-form that is defined up to a change of sign. Whenever C(M) is 
orientable, it is actually possible to replace QM with a non-vanishing (n + l)-form on 
E(M). However, if E(M) is non-orientable, a non-vanishing (n + 1)-form on C(M) does 
not exist and JIM is needed, 
3. Thomas-Whitehead projective connections 
In the first part of this section, a Thomas-Whitehead projective connection will be 
defined in terms of a covariant derivative on E(M) and the manner in which it induces 
a projective equivalence class of torsionfree linear connections on M studied. This 
leads naturally to an equivalence relation on the set of Thomas-Whitehead projective 
connections which is needed to prove the fundamental theorem for Thomas-Whitehea.d 
projective connections. A brief word about notation is appropriate. In many of the 
formulas, a factor that includes the dimension of M appears; henceforth, dim M = IL. 
Also, E(M) and X(E( M)) will d enote the set of smooth vector fields on M and C(M), 
respectively. 
Definition 3.1. A Thomas- Whitehead projective connection, or TW-connection, is a 
torsionfree linear connection V on f(M) satisfying 
(1) V[=-- 11: Ad) i 
and 
(2) V is invariant by the right action of Iw on f(M), where 6 is the canonical funda- 
mental vector field on E(M) and id the identity (1, 1)-tensor on f(M). 
Recalling that R, denotes the right action of a E Iw on E(M), (2) can be expressed as 
L PXY) = V&*(X)L(Y)~ for all X,Y E X(8(M)). 
Since the l-parameter group of transformations of I(M) generated by [ are &, (2) is 
equivalent to 6 being an infinitesimal affine transformation of E(M). This in turn is 
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equivalent to 
L( (VXY) - VL,XY - vx LEY = 0, for all X, Y E JZ(E(M)), 
where Lt denotes the Lie derivative with respect to [ [3, vol. I, pp. 228, 230-2311. The 
latter equation is a useful characterization for subsequent calculations. 
Several results are needed to show that a TW-connection induces a projective equiv- 
alence class of torsionfree linear connections on M. 
Definition 3.2. Let V be a TW-connection and w a connection form on E(M). Define 
a torsionfree linear connection 0” on M by 
V”xY = x* vg ) ( > 
where 7r : C(M) -, M is the projection map; X, Y E E(M); and X, p E X(E(M)) are 
the w-horizontal lifts of X and Y, respectively. 
As the notation V” suggests, the induced torsionfree linear connection on M depends 
on the connection form w. If W is another connection form on E(M), the following 
theorem shows that VW and VG are in fact projectively equivalent. 
Theorem 3.3. If V is a TW-connection and w and (r, connection forms on C(M), 
then 
(1) w - ij = n*i) for some l-form $ on M and 
(2) VG = VW + p @J id + id @‘p, where p = -(n + 1)-l $ 
Proof. (1) Since w and ij are connection forms on E(M), 
w(t)-~3([)=0 and Rz(w-bJ)=w-ti, forall aEIR. 
Thus, there is a l-form $ on M such that 
w - 0 = n*ji 
(2) Let X,Y E X(M). D enote the w-horizontal lifts of X and Y to &(M) by _% and 
p and the &horizontal lifts by x and Y. The vector fields X and 7 can be expressed 
as 
X=&w(X)[ and F=F:+w(Y)~. 
Using [F,t] = 0, [F,<] = 0, L tw = 0, and the torsionfree property of V, 
v-p = vg - &w(X)F - -&w( Y )X 
t ( X(w(P)) - &4x )w(U E. > 
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From (l), w( X ) = w( x )-W( x ) = n*b( X ). Similarly, w( v ) = 7r*fi( y ). As a result, 
vxY = vxY - +*p( x )F - -&r’P( F )X 
+ q7r*iq Y)) - ( -+r*&y x )7r*p( F )) <. 
Project by r* to obtain 
V”xY = V”xY - &v)Y - &Jv >x. 
Setting p = -(n + l)-’ b completes the proof. 0 
For a fixed TW-connection 8, Theorem 3.3 implies that all of the induced torsionfree 
linear connections on M are contained in the same projective equivalence class on 
M. The next result sharpens this consequence of Theorem 3.3 by showing that each 
torsionfree linear connection in the projective equivalence class is actually induced by 
the TW-connection V. 
Theorem 3.4. A fixed TW-connection V establishes a l-l correspondence between 
the set of connection forms on E(M) and the torsionfree linear connections in the 
projective equivalence class on M containing the induced torsionfree linear connectiom 
OfV. 
Proof. It will be shown that the mapping 
w - VW 
gives the desired 1-l correspondence. 
(onto) For a connection form w on E(M), VW denotes the induced torsionfree linear 
connection on M. Let D be a torsionfree linear connection on M that is projectively 
equivalent to V”. Consequently, there exists a unique l-form p on M such that 
D = V”+p@id+id@p. 
Define a connection form W on E(M) by 
w = w + (7L + l)a*p. 
Inasmuch as w - W = -(n + l)n*p, Theorem 3.3 shows 
V”=V”+p@id+id@p=D. 
Thus, w H V” is onto. 
(l-l) Suppose V” = VW for the connection forms w and CL, on C(M). Part (1) of 
Theorem 3.3 implies w -W = r*i), for some l-form i, on M, and part (2) of Theorem 3.3 
yields + = 0 since VG = VW. Therefore, w = W, and w H VW is l-l. Cl 
In light of Theorem 3.4, a TW-connection V induces a projective equivalence class on 
M. The natural question at this point is whether another TW-connection 0 can induce 
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the same projective equivalence class on M. The answer is indeed an affirmative one. An 
equivalence relation on the set of TW-connections is helpful in more fully considering 
this question. 
Definition 3.5. An equivalence relation x on the set of TW-connections is defined by 
setting V x V whenever V and V induce the same projective equivalence class on M. 
An equivalence class determined by x will be called a z equivalence class. 
The next theorem gives a characterization of x equivalent TW-connections in terms 
of a symmetric (0,2)-tensor on f(M). 
Theorem 3.6. For the TW-connections V and P, V x V if and only if there exists a 
unique symmetric (0,2)-tensor /? on C(M) such that L,$ = 0, (L(P)(~) = 0, and 
0 = V + (L(P) @ id + id @(L(P) - P 8 [, 
where 5 is the canonical fundamental vector field on E(M), id is the identity (1, l)- 
tensor on Z(M), and (Q/~)(X) = P([,X), for all X E X(C(M)). 
Proof. (e) Straightforward calculations show that Lo/? is a l-form on f(M) for which 
L<(L~/?) = 0 and that 
is indeed a TW-connection. Together L((L~/~) = 0 and (L(P)([) = 0 imply there exists 
a l-form X on M such that n*X = LED. Now take X,Y E X(M), w a connection form 
on f(M), and %,p E E(C(M)) th e w-horizontal lifts of X and Y. By assumption, 
V,F = v,P + (L&(Z)? + (L#)(F)l?; - /3(X, F)<, 
8zF = v,? + ?r*X(X)P + n*x(P)X - P(X, F)[. 
Projecting by ‘IT* gives 
8yf.Y = V"xY + A(X)Y + A(Y)X. 
As a consequence, V” and 7” are projectively equivalent, so V and V induce the same 
projective equivalence class on M. Therefore, V x 7. 
(*) Conversely, suppose V % 7. For a connection form w on f(M), 
-w V =P’+X@id+id@pX, 
where A is a unique l-form on M and the symbol id in this equation denotes the identity 
(l,l)-tensor on M. Define a (0,2)-tensor p on C(M) by 
P(X, Y) = U(VXY - OXY) + n*x(X)W(Y) + 7r*,\(Y)U(x), 
for all X, Y E X(f(M)). 
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Then p is symmetric, L,$l = 0, and qp = K*X so that (L(P)(<) = 0. Since 
O-V and (QP) @id t id B(L~P) - P B [ 
are both symmetric (0,2)-tensors on E(M), it suffices to consider two cases in order to 
show the desired equality. 
Case 1. Both vector fields are u-horizontal. 
Let X,g E x(&(M)) be th e w-horizontal lifts of X,Y E X(M). Denoting the IA- 
horizontal lifts of Vw,Y and V”xY by Vv and Vq9 respectively, 
OW,Y = V”xY + A(X)Y + X(Y)X 
can be lifted to 
6qT = v? + n*x( 5 )F + 7r”A( F )X. 
Now K*(V~Y) = vw XY = ir* (Vq) implies 
Similarly, 
a,F = TTY +w TX-F I$, ( > 
7,-Y = (v_ + n’X(X)Y + r’X(Y)X) + w (77gq t7
v,Y = vq + **x(X)Y $- **A(Y)? + w (q) < 
•t (w (q) I-w (vg”) r) 3 
t?,F = v,-Y •t n*A(X)Y + K*A(Y)x 
- (w (v,F - 0,-F) + ?r*x(~)w(Y) + **A(F)w(x,) <, 
v,Y = v,,Y t (@)(X)Y t (@)(iq - P(X,Y)[ 
since w(X) = 0 = w(F)_ 
Case 2. One of the vector fields is the canonical fundamental vector field t0 




("g)(x)t t (L(P) (tt>X - P(xt)F = PC& Xl< - PvGm = 0 
because (q@)(t) = 0 and /3 is symmetric. 
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Therefore, 0 = V + (L@) 8 id + id @((Lc/~) - B @ [. 
It remains to show that p is unique. If not, there is another symmetric (0,2)-tensor 
,8 on C(M) such that L,$’ = 0, (h(p)([) = 0, and 
V = V + (L(P) 8 id + id @(L(P) - p 8 E. 
Now L$ = n*j for some l-form x on M. Thus, 
X~id+id~~=o”-V”=X~id+id~X, 
so i = X and LOP = LAP. Subtracting 
V = V+ (L(P) @id+id@(heP) --P&t 
from 
V=V+(~t$)@idtid@(~tP)-_@t 
yields (p - p) @ [ = 0. Hence, $’ = pm Cl 
Corollary 3.7. For the TW-connections V and a and a connection form w on 8(M), 
VU = 0” if and only if there exists a unique symmetric (0,2)-tensor ,D on E(M) such 
that LE/!l = 0, Q3 = 0, and 
7=0--/3C3~, 
where [ is the canonical fundamental vector field on C(M). 
Proof. (=q If V” = P, then V and V induce the same projective equivalence class 
on M which means V M V. From Theorem 3.6, there exists a unique symmetric (0,2)- 
tensor ,0 on e(M) such that L@ = 0, (@)([) = 0, and 
0 = V + (L(P) 8 id t id @(L.#) - P @ t. 
Additionally, VW = VW implies L# = 0. Thus, V = V - 0 @I <. 
(+) Take X, Y E X(M) and %, y E X(C(M)) th eir w-horizontal lifts. By assumption, 
so projection by x+ gives V”xY = V”xY. Cl 
If dim M 2 2, the fundamental theorem for TW-connections will distinguish one 
of the = equivalent TW-connections inducing a projective equivalence class on M. 
Theorem 3.6 reveals that further conditions must be placed on z equivalent TW- 
connections in order to achieve such a uniqueness result. These conditions will involve 
the Ricci tensor and the canonical positive odd scalar density QM_ 
Definition 3.8. The Ricci tensor of a TW-connection V is a (0,2)-tensor on E(M) 
defined by 
Ric(X,Y) = trace {V - R(V,X)Y}) 
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where X, Y, V E X(E( M)) and R denotes the curvature tensor of V. 
Since a TW-connection V is invariant by the right action of I!4 on t(M), the same will 
be true for the Ricci tensor of V. 
Lemma 3.9. For a TW-connection V and the canonical positive odd scalar density 
@Ml there eXistS a l-form 4 on 6:(M) such that 
Furthermore, 
(1) q5 = n*p for some l-form p on A4 and 
(2) dq5 = skew Ric, the skew-symmetric part of the Ricci tensor of V. 
Proof. As observed at the conclusion of section 2, @M may be treated as an (n + I)- 
form that is defined up to sign for the purpose of performing these calculations” Ac- 
tually, 4 is independent of the sign of $ M because 4 @ @M = V’JJM if and only if 
-($‘@@M) = -V@ M if and only if 4 c3 (-$M) = V (-QM). If X E x(E(nd)), then 
where f E C”(cl(A4)) depending on X. This and the properties 
vY+Z@M = vY*M + vZ*M and vhY*M = hVY*,w, 
for all Y, 2 E T(E(M)) and h E COO(E(M)), imply there exists a l-form 4 on C(M) 
such that 
VXqM = d(x)*M, or (b@ QM = VQ’M. 
(1) Let II be a local coordinate neighborhood on h4 with coordinates (z’) _ ” D 9z7L) 
and (cc*, . . . ~ zn, ccn+l ) the coordinates on K -r(U) that are given by the canonical local 
trivialization determined by (z’, . . . ,zn). Denoting the components of V on n-‘( Ii) by 
KL, (Y,y,v= 1,...,72$1, 
becomes 
Since the canonical fundamental vector field t = d/d%“+’ and the TW-connection V 
has the property V[ = -(n + 1) -r id, where id is the identity (1, 1)-tensor on E(M), 
the components of 4 on x-l(U) are 
n+l 
4; = - C rTy = - 2 l?fk) i = l,...,n, and &+r = 0. 
y=l k=l 
The invariance of V with respect to the right action of Iw on E(M) and the property 
L[\IrM = -\kM mean that 4 will also be invariant with respect to this right action. In 
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other words, L& = 0. Also, &+r = 0 shows 4(t) = 0. Together Lp$ = 0 and d(t) = 0 
imply there exists a l-form p on M such that 4 = n*p. 
(2) If R denotes the curvature tensor of the TW-connection V, then 
R(V,<)X = 0 = R(V,X)& for all X, V E X(6(M)) 
and the canonical fundamental vector field t. Consequently, 
skew Ric (.$, X) = 0, for all X E X(E(M)). 
In addition, using Bianchi’s first identity R( V, X)Y + R(X, Y)V + R(Y, V)X = 0 and 
R(Y,V)X = -R(V,Y)X, for all X,Y,V E T(E(M)), 
skew Ric (X,Y) = -itrace (V - R(X, Y)V) . 
Now 
&4$,X) = +((L&) (X)- d@(<))(X)) = 03 for all X f ZE(f(M)) 
[3, vol. I, p. 351. A s in part (1)) let U b e a local coordinate neighborhood on M with 
coordinates (r’, . . . , xc”) and (x1,. . . , xn, xn+l) the coordinates on rr-l(U) given by the 
canonical local trivialization determined by (x1,. . . , zn). Denote the components of 
the curvature tensor R on r-‘(U) by Rza,,, cqy, v, q = 1,. . . , n + 1. Since skew Ric 
and &5 are 2-forms on E(M) satisfying skew Ric (0 X) = 0 and dq5(<, X) = 0, for all 
X E T(E(M)), t o s h ow skew Ric = d4 it suffices to consider for i, j = 1, a e ~, n 




skew Ric($?&) =dq5(-$,$)0 q 
Lemma 3.10. If V and v are TW-connections such that 
77 = V + (b(P) 8 id + id B(Q) - P 8 E, 
where t is the canonical fundamental vector field on E(M), id is the identity (1, I)- 
tensor on E(M), and p is a symmetric (0,2)-tensor on E(M) satisfying L(p = 0 and 
(@)(6) = 0, then 
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(1) t/x d;Fs z ercnce of the curvature tensors Iii. and R of V and V, respectively, 
R(X, Y)Z - R(X, Y)Z = 2 (d(@)(X, Y)) 2 
+ (4 PYZ) + (~~P)w(q4w + 
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is 
- (QP) PXZ) + (@)(W(~dw3 + 
+ ( (~~P)~x)P(~‘,q- (L~P)(y)P(x,z)+P(y,vxz) -PGWYZ) 
+ P([Kyl,q + Y(P(XJ)) - x((iom))F. 
for all X, Y, 2 E T(E(M)); 
(2) the diflerence of the Ricci tensors Rrc and Ric of 0 and V, respectively, is 
- 
R.rc - Ric = -(n + 1) d(q,O) 
+ Cn - 1) 
( 
(L(P) @ (qP) - sym V(Q) + $-f) 7 
where sym V (q/I?) d enotes the symmetric part of V (L(P); and 
(3) q$M = v*M - (71 + l)(@) @ *,I4 f or the canonical positive odd scalar den- 
sity \kM e 
Proof. The proofs of (1) and (2) are straightforward, but lengthy, calculations. It is 
only noted that in (2) the identity 
V(qP) = sym V(Q) - d(Q) 
needs to be used. This identity follows from 
(V(@)) (Xi Y) = VY ((qP)P-1) - (Q) PYW 
where X, Y E X(E( M)) [3, vol. I, p. 1241. 
(3) As in the proof of Lemma 3.9, Q M may be treated as an (n + I)-form that is 
defined up to sign, and the result is independent of the sign of GM because 
t?$M = 89~ - (n + l)(q/3) 44 @M if and only if 
V (-@M) = V (-@M) - (n + l)(@) @ (-qM) ~ 
Let Ii be a local coordinate neighborhood on M with coordinates (x1, _ *. s xcn> and 
(2r1...,P,Zn+r ) the coordinates on x -l(U) given by the canonical local trivialization 
determined by (x1,. . . , xn). Denoting the components of V and V on T-‘(U) by T:l, 
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and I?‘,,, o,y,u = 1,. . . ,n + 1, Vi3,aZ09~ becomes 
Definition 3.11. A TW-connection is Ricci jlat if its Ricci tensor is identically 0 on 
E(M)* 
It is now possible to consider the fundamental theorem for TW-connections. 
Fundamental Theorem for TW-connections. Assume din1 A4 2 2. Given a pro- 
jective equivalence class on M, there exists a unique TW-connection V such that 
(1) ~9~ = 0 for th e canonical positive odd scalar density $M on f(M), 
(2) V is Ricci flat, and 
(3) V induces the given projective equivalence class on M, 
Proof. Let U be a local coordinate neighborhood on h4 with coordinates (CC’) D . _ ) zTL) 
and (x1,. . . ,xn,zn+l) the coordinates on w -I (U) that are given by the canonical local 
trivialization determined by (xl,. . . , ten). For a torsionfree linear connection D con- 
tained in the given projective equivalence class on M, denote its components on U by 
Dfk, i,j,k= l,..., n. Define functions on x-‘(U) by 
r* - l-2 - -L-p 
a(n+r) - (n+l)P - -n + 1 07 and 




where S is the Kronecker delta; i, j, Ic = 1,. . . , n; and a, p = 1,. . . , n + 1. T.Y. Thomas 
[7] called the II’s the components of a projective connection on A4 and showed that 
the r’s satisfy the transformation law for a linear connection on f(M) whenever the 
coordinates on E(M) are given by the canonical local trivializations determined by 
the coordinates on M. If V denotes this linear connection on E(M), then straight- 
forward calculations using the components of V on x-‘(U) show that V is a Ricci 
flat TW-connection such that Vq M = 0. Furthermore, V induces the given projective 
equivalence class on A4 because the II’s were constructed from the components of a 
torsionfree linear connection on A4 contained in this projective equivalence class. 
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In order to show V is unique, suppose V is another TW-connection that also has the 
desired properties. Since V and 0 both induce the given projective equivalence class 
on M,Vz 0. Theorem 3.6 asserts the existence of a unique symmetric (0,2)-tensor ,g 
on ,5(M) such that Lt/3 = 0, (L.@)([) = 0, and 
V = V + (L(P) @id + id @(L(P) - P 13 t9 
for the canonical fundamental vector field t on E(M) and identity (I, l)-tensor id on 
8(M). The formulas in parts (2) and (3) of Lemma 3.10 simplify to 
and 
0 = --(rb + l)d(@) + (n- 1) 
( 
(@) @ (L(D) - symV(@) t 
&) 
since V and V are Ricci flat and satisfy VQM = 0 = VqM. Thus, L[@ = 0 and l3 = 0 
which gives V = V. Cl 
4. An application to invariant connections 
If M is a smooth manifold and f : A4 --) M a diffeomorphism, then TW-connections 
can be applied to the study of the projective equivalence classes on M which contain 
a torsionfree linear connection that is invariant by f” This leads quite naturally to a 
similar application for a Lie group G acting on M. 
Some terminology is appropriate at this time. Let f : M -+ M be a diffeomorphism. 
If D is a torsionfree linear connection on M, then 
f,_’ (D/*(x)f*(y)) 3 for all X,Y E X(M), 
defines a torsionfree linear connection on M. D is invariant by j if 
L-’ (Dr~cx,.f4Y)) = DxK for all X,Y E X(M) 
A projective equivalence class on M is invariant by j whenever the torsionfree lin- 
ear connection defined by f:’ (Dr.cx~j*(Y))9 for all X,Y E X(M), is projectively 
equivalent to D for each D in the projective equivalence class. Finally, the diffeo- 
morphism f : M --+ M induces an automorphism 7 : E(M) + f(M) as follows: if 
E={fXrA... A X,}, where Xl,. . . ,X, is a basis of T,(,,M, then 
“7(E) = {&f*(X,) A.. . A f*(X,)} ” 
Proposition 4.1. Assume dim M > 2 and j : M f M is a diffeornorphism. If a 
projective equivalence class on M is invariant by j, then the unique TW-connection 0 
of the fundamental theorem inducing this projective equivalence class on M is invariant 
by the induced automorphism j : C(M) -L f(M). 
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Proof. Since 7 : f(M) - E(M) is an automorphism, 
a,y = f2, ( vj*(x,~*PY) 7 for all X, Y E T(C(M)), 
defines a TW-connection and j*w is a connection form on f(M) if w is a connection 
form on E(M). From the definition of 7 and corresponding properties of V, it follows -- 
that 7 is Ricci flat and VQM = 0. Let X,Y E X(M) and X,Y E X(,5(M)) the j*w- 
horizontal lifts of X and Y. Then 
0 = f*w( X) = w (j*(X)) and 0 = j*w( Y) = w (j*(Y)) 9 
so j*(X) and j*(Y) are w-horizontal. Consequently, 
vi’“xY = n, (ng) = x* (F* (vj*(x)j*( Y))) 
= f2 (r* (“j*(x)~*( y I))= f;' (vw,(x)f*(q 
since 7r 0 f - -7 =f-1 0 K. Thus, vj*w is projectively equivalent to VW as the projective 
equivalence class on M induced by V is assumed invariant by f. Accordingly, V and 
7 induce the same projective equivalence class on 44. Therefore, the uniqueness of the 
fundamental theorem for TW-connections implies V = 0. Cl 
For a diffeomorphism f : M --) M and the induced automorphism 7 of E(M), a 
connection form w on E(M) is invariant by 7 if j*w = w. 
Theorem 4.2. If f : A4 + A4 is a difleomorphism and V is a TW-connection invari- 
ant by the induced automorphism f : C(M) + tT(M), then a connection form LS on 
8(M) is invariant by f if and only if VW is invariant by f. 
Proof. (=$) Let X,Y E X(M) and X,Y E X(8(M)) tl reir w-horizontal lifts. As w is 
assumed invariant by 7, j*(X) and j*(t) are w-horizontal. So 
= a, 
( 
Vj,,,,~*(p)) = K* (~* (vet) ) = f* (OwX ‘> 
because V is invariant by j and n o f = f o T. Therefore, VW is invariant by f D 
(e) Applying Theorem 3.3(l) to the connection forms w and j*w on E(M), there 
exists a l-form i, on M such that 
j*w - w = n’i). 
For X,Y E T(M) and their w-horizontal lifts X,v E x(8(M)), 
a, T*(X) = f*(X). 
( > 
Hence. 
f*(X) = fF) + w (j*(X)) [ = fZ) + j*w(X)< = fgc-) + lFfi(X)[, 
where j*F) 1 c enotes the w-horizontal lift of f*(X). Similarly, 
Pro_jecting by ri. gives 
,Meanwhile, V is invariant by f and VW is assumed invariant by fY so 
V”f*(X)f*(Y) = f* (VWxJ’) = TV (vj*($*(i;,) . 
As a result, 
---&A-)f_(Y) - &P(W*(W = 0, for all X, 1’ E X( !\I ), 
which implies p = 0. Therefore, join = w. 0 
Let G be a Lie group acting on M, then every y E G induces a diffeomorphisrrr of 
M onto itself that for convenience will also be denoted by go The terminology usc~l 
previously for a diffeomorphism f : M ---) M can be modified in a natural way to fit 
the action of G on M. A torsionfree linear connection D on M is G-i7Luurk?lf if B is 
invariant by the diffeomorphism g : M -+ M, for all g E G. A projective equivalence 
class on M is G-invariant if it is invariant by the diffeomorphism g : M - hI ., for all 
g E G. 
Corollary 4.3. df dim M 2 2, G is a Lie group acting on M, and M adrnzts a Ci- 
invariant torsionfree linear connection D, then lime exists a connectzon form d on 
C( hl) thut is invuricmt by Tj, for all g E G, where ?j : E(M) - C(M) denote,~ the zndwtd 
autornorphisrn of the diffeomorphism g : M --+ M. 
ProoK Since D is G-invariant, the projective equivalence class on M containing 17 
will likewise be G-invariant. Let V be the unique TW-connection of the funtlamenta,l 
theorem inducing the projective equivalence class containing B. Proposition 4.1 asserts 
that V is invariant by 6, for all g E G. From the proof of Theorem 3.4, the mapping 
J ++ V” is a 1-1 correspondence between the set of connection forms on E( &I) and the 
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torsionfree linear connections in the projective equivalence class containing D. Accord- 
ingly, there exists a connection form w on C(M) such that VW = D. Theorem 4.2 then 
implies w is invariant by g, for all g E G, as VW = D is G-invariant. 0 
Theorem 4.4. If dim M 2 2, G is a Lie group acting on M, and M admits a G- 
invariant torsiorifree linear connection, then every G-invariant projective equivalence 
class on M contains a G-invariant torsionfree linear connection. 
PsooE Corollary 4.3 asserts the existence of a connection form w on E(M) that is in- 
variant by 5, for all g E G, where 3 : f(M) + C(M) d enotes the induced automorphism 
of the diffeomorphism g : it4 + h/l. Given a G-invariant projective equivalence class 
on M, let V be the unique TW-connection of the fundamental theorem inducing this 
projective equivalence class. Appealing to Proposition 4.1, V is invariant by 3, for all 
g E G. The torsionfree linear connection V” on M is G-invariant by Theorem 4.2 and 
contained in the given G-invariant projective equivalence class. Cl 
The first corollary to Theorem 4.4 considers the special case of a reductive homoge- 
neous space G/H, where G is a Lie group and H a closed subgroup of G. 
CJorollary 4.5 (Agaoka, Podesti). I_fG/H is a reductive homogeneous space, then ev- 
ery G-invariunt projective equivalence class on G/H contains a G-invariant torsionfree 
linear connection. 
Proof. Because G/H is a reductive homogeneous space, the Lie algebra g of G can 
be decomposed as a vector space direct sum g = lo $ m, where $ is the Lie algebra of 
H and m is an ad(H)-invariant subspace of g. With respect to such a decomposition, 
the natural torsionfree connection on G/H is G-invariant [3, vol. II, p. 1971. Cl 
Y. Agaoka originally formulated this result in terms of G-invariant projective structures 
on G/H. It was F. Podest& [4] who later gave a proof that appealed directly to the 
G-invariant projective structure as a principal subbundle of the bundle of 2-frames over 
G/H. 
In order to show that Theorem 4.4 may be used to generalize the result of Agaoka 
and Potlest to a class of homogeneous spaces that properly contains the reductive 
homogeneous spaces, H.C. Wang’s example of a non-reductive homogeneous space is 
considered [3, vol. II, pi 1991. The general linear group GL(71,IW) is the largest group 
of affine transformations of the affine space Rn - {origin}, n > 2. If GL+(n,IR) denotes 
the matrices of positive determinant and H the isotropy subgroup of GL+(n,IR) at 
(l,O,. m _,O) E IR” - {origin}, then IR” - {origin}, n 2 2, may be regarded as the non- 
reductive homogeneous space GL+(n,R)/H. 
Corollary 4.6. Every GL+(n, R)- invariant projective equivalence class on the non- 
reductive homogeneous spuce Rn - {origin}, n 2 2, contains a GL+(~,R)-invariant 
torsionfree linear connection. 
Proof. The flat torsionfree 1inea.r connection on RIL - {origin), TL 3 2, is GLf( II, X )- 
invariant. III 
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